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Invitations to bid for meetings

•Destinations: Calls for Expressions of Interest

• Venues: Requests for Proposals (RFPs) and eRFPs
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METHODOLOGY

• February and March 2021 – online 
survey

• Responses from 134 Convention 
Bureaus from 33 European countries 
(out of 219 invited to participate)

• 61% = city Convention Bureaus
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CHANGES IN CVBs BIDDING ACTIVITIES

• The majority of conventions bureaus reported 
no change in their bidding activities. 

• 6 convention bureaus actually increased their 
bidding activities during this period, 

• But 21 others in the sample mentioned that 
their bidding activities had stopped completely 
or had been severely reduced. 

• 15 convention bureaus emphasised that they 
had taken steps to improve their bidding 
procedures and bid book templates.

• 1 convention bureau reported that it had begun 
bidding for the conferences of national 
associations rather than international 
associations.



REMEMBER THE BASICS: the bid document

• A bid is a persuasion tool, not a packet of information about you.

• - Show that you fully understand the client’s needs and show that you have 
the best solution. Connect the dots !

• Personalise each bid

• - Do some solid research to get inside the head of the decision-maker(s)

• A bid should show how you will provide value.

• - Highlight the benefits of choosing your destination / venue (London & 
Partners)

• A well-written bid reflects the quality of your organisation’s abilities and 
attention to detail

• - Use the client’s terminology (currency; square feet / square metres …)
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Demonstrate a strong 
commitment to the event, which 
should be shared by the 
professional community, industry 
and government if appropriate.  A 
coherent approach with multi-
level support is crucial



REMEMBER THE BASICS: the bid presentation

• A good presenter

• A stage performer

• A knowledgeable and flexible personality

• Who knows the bid

• Who knows the destination

• Who knows the association/organisation

• Who is willing to perform – convince – win

• Who is ready to answer questions on: 

• Political stability, currency stability, gender issues, safety, health issues , green 
issues, etc.
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Move fast !

• In their “What’s Next For Travel?” report, ‘80 Days’ found 
that “92% of hoteliers agreed that the most observed trend 
during 2021 has been shorter booking lead-in times.”

• Respond within the requested timeframe, even if it is to say 
that you will need some additional time to compile a 
comprehensive proposal.
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It should be a dialogue

• When you decide to decline a piece of business, let the 
meeting planner know the reason why.

• Share challenges that you identify with the specific piece of 
business

• Ask questions if something in the FRP is unclear - event 
planners with your professionalism, efficient 
communication, and well-informed questions

• Although many RFPs state that they are not flexible with 
dates, planners are often willing to consider alternatives
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In times of COVID
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In times of COVID

• Clients need to be reassured
– they have a Duty of Care 
towards their employees

• Showcase your protocols 
and procedures, as well as 
examples of recent events

• Showcase your property’s 
preparedness and ability to 
provide safer meetings.
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https://vimeo.com/444657890/769bde21ff
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More of this





Highlight your outdoor spaces for 
networking, teambuilding, breakouts
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Hybrid events
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Hybrid events

• In a recent Cvent survey, 76% of planners said they would plan a 
hybrid event, and 62% said they use more technology in their 
meetings and events programmes due to the COVID-19 
pandemic

• Events converting to hybrid formats has opened up new 
possibilities for destinations

• Make your hybrid capability a key feature of your bid / proposal: 
showcase local AV companies, moderators, etc.
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Adding value to your bids / proposals
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Less of this 
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More of this



Social legacy for MICE events
• Local sourcing

• using local entertainers / food producers
• Donations to Charities

• at the gala dinner

• silent auctions
• Construction / renovation projects

• painting / landscaping of a local community facility

• building bicycles for local children
• Community projects

• Working in a food bank
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Where do your profits go?

• - to support the arts?

• - to support the local community?

• - to support a charity?

• TELL YOUR CLIENT !
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Showcase a healthy menu and local, 
sustainably-sourced food.
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Event catering
•F & B adventurous, 

shareable offerings

•Local food, wines, craft 
beers

•Organic – farm-to-fork

•Unique, inventive dishes



• ‘Grab-and-go’ self-service food and drinks 
available at all times: flexibility.

Event catering



Use your local economic strengths
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Using local economic strengths

• BEFORE: marketing the destination’s tourism and 
convention infrastructure hardware

•NOW: promoting the destination’s intellectual 
software

• Bidding for conferences on topics that reflect strong 
sectors in the city’s economy  (and knowledge 
economy)
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Using local economic strengths
• For example, London: Life Sciences, Creative 

industries, Financial services
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“Germany. 
Success 
Through 
Expertise”
German Convention 
Bureau
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The Rotterdam Partners alliance
• The Rotterdam Partners Tourism Board & Convention Bureau 

focuses on:

• Agriculture and Food

• Chemicals

• Creative Industries

• High Tech Systems and Materials

• Life Sciences and Health

• Logistics

• Maritime/Water 32



Water-related conferences in Rotterdam
• 2nd European Conference on Flood Risk Management – 2012

• Ballast Water Management Conference -2013

• Europort - Exhibition for maritime technology - 2013

• Deltas in Times of Climate Change -2014

• European Conference and Exhibition on Inland Terminals -
2014 

• International Conference on Logistics and Maritime Systems –
2014
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Using local economic strengths:
The benefits

• Benefits for conference organisers: local speakers, 
local places of interest to visit, local participants.

• Benefits for conference participants: opportunities 
to meet and collaborate with local experts
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Thank you!

rob@miceknowledge.com


